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DOGS FOR GOOD:
CASTLE HUNTLY IS
HELPING TO TRAIN
DOGS FOR PEOPLE
WITH DEMENTIA

DEMENTIA DOG PROJECT
A UNIQUE canine partnership is
helping five students at Castle Huntly
gain vital work experience while
transforming the lives of people with
dementia.
Since launching in January, the men
taking part in the Dementia Dog Project
– established by Alzheimer Scotland
and Dogs for Good – have completed

WALKIES:
STUDENTS
LEARN USEFUL
SKILLS
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introductory dog training and care
courses. They are now using those skills
to help assistance dogs in training.
This project – organised by the
Scottish Prison Service and Paws for
Progress CIC – is already seeing strong
results with the learners achieving 13
SQA-certified core skills qualifications
through Fife College.
Donna Rice, Family Contact Officer,
said: “When observing the interaction
between the students, the dogs and
the Dog Project team, it is clear to see
the benefits. This project is an exciting
opportunity for all involved, providing
numerous paybacks for the students,
the staff and the wider community.”
The project follows on from the
success of the pioneering Paws for
Progress service at Polmont, where
rescue dogs were trained.
The initial pilot stage project began
with the arrival of three assistance dogs
from Dogs for Good. The first group
of five students began their training in

TASTE OF SUCCESS
Let’s Cook project at Dumfries offers
culinary job prospects for students
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February with all choosing to continue
in and support the project team to help
equip assistance dogs with the skills they
need to support someone living with
dementia - such as reminding someone
to take their medication, help to wake
someone up or get them to get dressed.
Dementia Dog Project Manager
Fiona Corner added: “We’re delighted
to collaborate with the Scottish Prison
Service and Paws for Progress to
enable the men to help train dementia
assistance dogs that in turn will go on to
transform lives in the community.”
Already in a short space of time, the
students have gained an impressive
number of qualifications in topics
such as communication,
numeracy,
working with
others, animal
care and dementia
studies.
Brian McKirdy,
Acting Governor at Castle Huntly, said:

PRIDE IN LEARNING
Men and women celebrate their
achievements at Polmont
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“This innovative project offers us the
opportunity to allow offenders to build
a non-criminal identity and start the
journey of re-integration by helping
others less fortunate. The building of
key links with their communities greatly
assists those in our care make better life
choices.”
Steve, a student involved in the
project, has already felt a positive impact
He said: “From start to finish, it’s been
perfect for me. It’s been amazing. It’s
given me a sense of direction for what I
want to do when I get out. I’ve got a plan.
My skills have definitely developed a lot
more, especially patience.”

MUSCLE POWER
Glenochil lifts the equivalent of
166 elephants for local school
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LOW MOSS

RNOR
VITAL SUPPORT: LOW MOSS GOVE
DAVID ABERNETHY WITH KYLE TRUST
SELL
CUNNINGHAM OF THE TRUS

SUPPORT
FOR LOCAL
FOOD BANK
FOOD banks play a vital role
in helping people in times
of financial hardship, and
that was why Low Moss was
happy to raise funds for a
local charity, which helps
people on release from
prison into the community.
The Operations Function,
in conjunction with the
Public Social Partnership
(PSP) team at Low Moss,
set up a collection recently
in the visitors’ canteen
area and raised £489 for
the Glasgow North West
Trussell Trust Food Bank,
which works in partnership
with the team to support
people in the local area.
Through-Care Support
Officer Robert McDonald
said: “Some people struggle
with getting benefits on
time when they leave
prison. If they get in financial
trouble we can refer them to
the food bank with vouchers
to help them out while they
are waiting for their benefits
to arrive. We’ve got a very
good relationship with the
charity and we wanted to
raise money for them so we
could give something back
for the great work they do.”
Kyle Cunningham, from
Glasgow North West
Trussell Trust Food Bank,
visited Low Moss to accept
a cheque for the donation
from the Governor David
Abernethy. He also talked
to the Low Moss senior
management team about
how the Trussell Trust
is developing its service
and how this can benefit
to prisoners who are
reintegrating back into
the community.
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EMPOWERING
CAMPAIGN
WOMEN in Edinburgh are
inspiring others with their
campaign against genderbased violence.
In support of International
Women’s Day (IWD) in March,
about 20 women attended an
event in the multi-faith centre
and heard from Anna Cook from
Stirling Women’s Aid.
This year’s IWD theme is Be
Bold for Change, and Edinburgh
is specifically campaigning
against violence, with many of the
women making individual pledges
to support the campaign.
Their pledges included:
I will challenge those who justify
violence.
I will educate youth about
positive relationships.

PLEDGES: WOMEN SUPPORT THE
BE BOLD FOR CHANGE CAMPAIGN

I will listen, support and give the
best advice to anyone.
I will not live in violence any
more and I will support kids to
come forward.
I will listen and believe them.
Kate McDougall, Edinburgh’s
Activities Officer, said: “The
campaign asked for leaders
within our own spheres of
influence, and I felt this is exactly
what we try to achieve as officers
working with female offenders.
“Each year I try to do
something to inspire women.
They have so much they can

achieve if they just
believed in themselves.”
Kate invited Anna to join the
event and explain what genderbased violence is, and the
importance of Women’s Aid.
“The purpose of the event was
for the women to understand
they have a role to play in the
campaign,” said Kate. “There was
discussion about violence and its
impact, and many of the women
who made pledges said why they
felt it was important.
“The event was a great
success and very empowering.”

BUDDING CHEFS ENJOY
A TASTE OF SUCCESS
Let’s Cook project at Dumfries offers culinary job prospects
SEVEN budding chefs have been cooking up a storm as
part of a popular training programme in Dumfries.
Let’s Cook provides participants with the basic skills
required to work in a hospitality kitchen which can help
when looking for employment upon release.
The programme, supported by Springboard UK, took
place over 10 weeks during which different chefs from
the local community visited to share their knowledge.
The result saw participants gain four SVQ qualifications
in Customer Care, Food Hygiene, Professional Cookery
and REHIS (The Royal Environmental Health Institute of
Scotland) Elementary Cooking Skills.
Andy Hunstone, Governor at Dumfries, said: “The
commitment, motivation, belief and opportunities that
arise as a result of this programme are very positive and

a real example of how prison and community partners
can work together to support individuals returning to
custody to make a positive impact on their lives and
their communities.”
Some participants had the opportunity to attend
placements in the community and gained valuable
experience of working in a live environment.
The attitudes and skills learned can be used in any
industry. Such was the success of Let’s Cook, three
participants have been given the opportunity to take
part in a work placement in a catering or hospitality
business. All seven participants have been given
membership to the Federation of Chefs to enable
them to keep up to date with culinary developments
and to network for jobs.
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WONDER WALL:
CARTOONS
HELP TO MAKE
VISITING
MORE FUN FOR
CHILDREN

BARLINNIE’S
WELCOMING
WALL ART
CHILDREN visiting their dads at Barlinnie are
welcomed by a wall of their favourite cartoon
characters, thanks to the artistic efforts of the
Day Care Services Unit.
There’s everything from Minions to Marvel
superheroes, as well as much-loved characters
from Disney’s Frozen, to delight the children on
their way to the Children’s Visit Area.
Residential Officer James Traynor said the
ideas to make the long, intimidating corridor to
the Children’s Visit Area more fun came from the
prisoners on the unit last November.
He said: “The corridor the children take to get
to the Visit Area looked terrible. It was very dull and
sterile and not child-friendly at all, so the idea was
to cheer it up with some fun artwork.

“The guys decided on the
cartoon characters and
drew the outlines on the
wall using a projector. They
even encouraged some of
the children to get involved
in painting the cartoons
when they visited.”
It’s just one of many craftrelated activities that people at
the unit get involved in. For example,

“The corridor was very
dull and sterile, and not
child-friendly at all”

MY DAD AND ME
A FAMILY art competition has
been helping to support and
maintain the bonds between
parents and their kids.
Greenock, in partnership
with Families Outside, has been
exploring different ways of
promoting ‘family’. The My Dad
and Me art competition allowed a
parent to initiate a painting and the
children to then complete it. The
picture could depict any subject
the artists wanted but the main
theme had to be based around
‘family’ and what that meant to the
parent and their children.
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Peter Allan, Head of Operations
at Greenock, said: “It was a really
positive event, enjoyed by all who
participated and facilitated the
competition.”
The event, supported by the
education department, was part
of a national competition with
a number of establishments
participating.
Eddie and his two daughters
created Greenock’s winning entry.
Tracey Burns, of Families Outside,
presented the talented artists
with certificates and a gift of two
scooters for the children.

in the past they have been
involved in making MDF
wall plaques artwork for
charities, such as Poppy
Scotland and Hope for
Autism, and the latest
project is to design and
build wooden dividers for
the Recovery Café, which
will feature artwork and
motivational quotes.
James added: “Through these projects
the guys achieve a real sense of teamwork and
it also builds their confidence in their own abilities
– it’s amazing what they can do when they
are focused.”

FAMILY ART: EDDIE’S
WINNING ENTRY

Tessa, Education Art Teacher
involved in the project, said:
“Everyone worked really well
together and the atmosphere

was great, with some lovely
artwork being produced.”
Greenock’s winning artwork
will now be judged nationally.
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PROUD: THE STUDENTS
AWARDED QUALIFICATIONS

SUPPORT SERVICE

LISTENERS
CELEBRATION
SEVEN people at Edinburgh celebrated
becoming Listeners in March at an event
held to recognise their commitment to
helping their fellow prisoners who may
be struggling to cope.
The Listener programme – a peer
support service which aims to reduce
suicide and self-harm – was developed
by the Samaritans and its intensive
training course for prisoners is based on
the training it gives its own volunteers
but adapted for the prison setting. On
completion of their training, Listeners
receive a certificate and agree to follow
Samaritans’ policies and values.
Prison staff and representatives from
the local Samaritans group attended
the event, along with some of the four
current Listeners who have already
undergone the training over the years.
Deputy Governor Gerry Michie, who
presented the Listeners with their
certificates, said: “Listeners are a vital
part of our response to those in our care
who are in distress or need someone to
talk to.
“The training is not easy and the new
Listeners have shown a great deal of
personal commitment by participating
in training and committing to help other
people in custody.”
Janet Sandercock, Prison Support
Officer for the local Samaritans branch,
added: “Listeners support fellow
prisoners who are experiencing feelings
of distress or despair by offering a
confidential and non-judgmental
listening service, but the Listeners
themselves are also supported by each
other and the Samaritan’s prison team.”
Peter Russell, Edinburgh’s Suicide
Prevention Co-ordinator, said: “We
have a good relationship with our local
Samaritans group and I would like to
thank them for facilitating this training
and their continuing support to the
establishment”.
The first Listener scheme was
introduced at Swansea in 1991 with
Edinburgh becoming the first prison
in Scotland to adopt the scheme
in 1994.

PRIDE IN LE
Perseverance and effort pays off with Polmont successes
FIFE College learners at Polmont celebrated
success with their families at a special event in
April to recognise their achievements in attaining
a range of SQA qualifications.
These range from SCQF level three to six in
subjects such as Numeracy, Maths, Personal
Development, Working with Others, ICT and
Communications. Since August last year, 175
SQA qualifications have been gained by learners,
which is a terrific achievement by each individual.
The young men who achieved ASDAN short

courses in Expressive Arts, and Beliefs and
Values, along with e-learning certificates and
Koestler Arts Commendation awards were
also recognised.
Katharine Brash, Head of Prison Contracts
for Fife College, presented all the awards, and
said that she was “immensely proud to be here
tonight”. Audrey Mitchell, Learning Centre
Manager, added: “It shouldn’t be underestimated
how much perseverance and effort this has
required from our learners”.

PRIDE: STUDENTS CELEBRATE THEIR
LEARNING ACHIEVEMENTS
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AWARENESS

SPECIAL WEEK
TO TACKLE
TRAUMA

LEARNING
Youth Champion Awards were also
given to those who took part in our annual
Holocaust Memorial Day project.
Guests at the event also enjoyed the
premiere of a short film created by
young people working on
a media project with Edinburgh Napier
University students who carried out
their work experience and placement at
Polmont in collaboration with Fife College.
Visitors were also able to browse the
photography exhibition to see this aspect
of the learning experience.

POLMONT WOMEN CELEBRATE
WIDE RANGE OF ACHIEVEMENTS
IN May, the success of Polmont’s female
learners was celebrated in a range of learning
outcomes, which included SQAs,
ASDAN Beliefs and Values,
Creative Arts Projects and
Paws for Progress.
Learners also
achieved recognition
for their participation
in a range of projects
which included the
Holocaust Memorial
Day, International
Women’s Day and
environmental projects
in the lead up to World
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A HUGELY successful trauma
awareness week for the staff and
women in Grampian was held earlier
this year.
It was designed to raise awareness
of trauma and its impact on those it
affects and to help people learn coping
strategies and techniques.
According to Douglas Glass,
Residential Manager at Banff House,
the week was a huge success and
everyone involved gave very positive
feedback afterwards.
“The week was supported by and
involved the education department,
chaplaincy, psychology, media,
programmes staff, library, PTIs,
social work, external agencies,
and, of course, the staff in Banff,”
said Douglas.
The staff were involved in
discussion groups and facilitating
the week’s activities. The timetable
was set up so that a discussion group
would be followed by a relaxation
event such as yoga, shiatsu,
acupuncture or mindfulness.
Douglas added: “Grampian
Women’s Aid came in and talked about
issues such as domestic abuse and
violence against women.”
The event was also used for
fundraising purposes. There was
a sponsored marathon where the
women ran/walked /jogged 26 miles
between them, a bake sale and
pamper appointments where the
women paid for two treatments. Over
the course of the week, more than
£350 was raised, which all went to help
Grampian Women’s Aid.

Earth Hour in March. In total, 107 qualifications
have been achieved by female learners at
Polmont. The awards were presented
by Fife College Principal Hugh Hall.
Audrey Mitchell, Polmont’s
Learning Centre Manager,
said the Scottish Prison
Service was working
hard to meet the
learning needs and
preferences of female
learners in order to
provide a range of
opportunities and
measureable learning
outcomes for everyone.
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SPECIAL VIEW
GUEST: NEIL LENNON TALKED ABOUT HIS
OWN EXPERIENCES

MENTAL HEALTH

THE POWER
OF SPORT
EDINBURGH kicked off its
Mental Health Awareness
Week with vigour by
organising a prison-wide
football tournament
involving 40 players – and
the final was watched by
Hibernian FC’s manager
Neil Lennon.
After the match, Neil,
together with Deputy
Governor Gerry Michie,
presented T-shirts
donated by the social
partnership agency
GameChanger to the
finalists. The Hibs manager
then took part in a Q&A
session with more than
50 people in the prison’s
chaplaincy, hosted by PEI
Charlie Kivlin.
This was just one of the
events that was organised
to raise awareness of the
issue of mental health
among both prisoners
and staff and to signpost
people to where to get
advice and support.
Kenny Paterson,
Residential Manager,
who co-ordinated the
events, said: “The theme
of the week was about
encouraging people to
‘thrive rather than survive’,
and with the support of
our partner agencies,
Breathing Space and the
Samaritans, we had stalls
at the prison to provide
information and advice.
“Our own PE department
highlighted the healing
power of sport in helping
to achieve good mental
health and so it was great
that Neil, who is well known
for campaigning on mental
health issues, could visit us.”
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THERAPY: JOYCE LAING WAS AN ART
THERAPIST AT THE SPECIAL UNIT

Exhibition view of Barlinnie’s groundbreaking art experiment
THE history of Barlinnie's Special Unit was the subject of
a recent exhibition at the Kelvingrove Museum.
Barlinnie Special Unit – A way out of a dark time showed
off some of the artworks created by inmates in the unit,
which operated from 1973 until 1994.
Joyce Laing was an art therapist at the Special Unit

and took part in a series of special events running
alongside the exhibition.
She said: “The whole point of allowing individuals to
express their creativity is that by looking at what the
person produces we can learn a lot about them.
“We must take a more holistic approach. It’s not
about locking and unlocking a criminal’s cell door,
but about considering a person who can create and
contribute to society.”
The Special Unit was one of the most talked about
experiments in penal reform. It broke new ground and
helped people such as Jimmy Boyle and Hugh Collins
become full-time artists.
The exhibition told the story of how key individuals,
including Joyce, changed the punishment ethos of
prisons into a therapeutic community model.
The display was developed by a branch of Glasgow
Museums called The Open Museum working with the
Scottish Prison Service and New College Lanarkshire.
As part of the project, learners from Barlinnie’s Barbed
Wireless project created a history of the unit.

GRAMPIAN STAGES OWN ANNIVERSARY 10K
TO coincide with the 30th
anniversary of the Aberdeen
Baker Hughes 10k run in May,
five prisoners and a member of
staff from the Education Team
at Grampian decided to run their
own 10k event within the walls of
the prison.

They had plenty of training as
the Physical Training Instructors
(PTI) at Grampian, in conjunction
with Fife College, have set up
a running club. They organised
a six-week-long programme
to help runners build up their
strength and stamina to attempt

a 10k challenge.
Suzanne Buchan, PTI, said:
“They all achieved personal best
times for the 10k, with Ryan
coming in under an hour with the
winning time of 49 minutes and
55 seconds.
“Well done to all!”
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ON THE BENCH: THE TEAM LIFTED ONE
MILLION KILOGRAMS FOR LOCAL SCHOOL

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION
THROUGH
CASHBACK
IN POLMONT

MUSCLE POWER
Glenochil set itself a heavy
weight challenge in March to lift
1 million kilograms at the gym – the
equivalent weight of 166 elephants
– and, in doing so, raised £942.96
for a local school.
Prisoners who use the gym and
Glenochil’s physical education
instructors decided to reach the
one million kilogram target by doing
repetitive bench presses. They set
up four stations at the gym where

people could lift 50kg weights in 10
repetitions at a time and a special
fifth station was organised for those
who wanted to lift much more to help
Glenochil reach its target quicker.
Prisoners and staff decided to
fundraise for the local Lochies
school, which provides learning
facilities for children with additional
support needs, to help them buy a
fully adapted mini bus for trips.
Gavin Harkins, Physical Education

SMART PEOPLE
CELEBRATE
EIGHT people from Inverness have great reason to
celebrate after successfully taking part in the most
recent Self-Management And Recovery Training
(SMART) peer facilitator face-to-face training
sessions.
SMART is a programme that helps people to
manage their recovery from any type of addictive
behaviour. Training alongside 14 participants from
across the Highland community, the Inverness
individuals passed their assessments and have
since taken up roles as SMART peer facilitators.
Programmes Officer Sheena Macsporran
explained: ”Becoming a facilitator means gaining
the confidence to get up and talk in front of a group.
Some of our guys have really taken to it – so much
so that their long-term intention is to go out and
start up a SMART group in the community, or join an
existing group. That's a huge step forward for some
of these individuals.”
Their success means they can help other
prisoners who are taking part in SMART groups.
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Instructor, said: “Bench presses are
popular amongst the guys so we
decided to convert the well-known
exercise into a challenge for charity.
“It was a great success as the
challenge helped to incorporate
a community spirit into everyone
involved, and brought health
promotion to the fore. We organise
at least one charity event at the
gym so now we are looking forward
to next year’s big challenge.”

STRENGTH: GROUP GAIN
S CONFIDENCE
THROUGH SMART PROGRA
MME

At the same time they
provide a good example for those who might want
to follow in their footsteps.
Sheena added: “SMART is a very popular
programme. We have a waiting list of around 10
people requesting to join the group.
“A lot of guys say that they don't like group
work, but they'll come along to a couple of SMART
sessions, really gain confidence and soon start to
contribute and enjoy the group interactions.”
When it comes to tackling addiction in Inverness
they get SMART.

Polmont scored a ‘slam
dunk’ when members of the
Glasgow Rocks basketball
team visited to talk to young
people about the skills
required to make it in the
sports industry.
The visit was to support
the prison’s new Education
Through CashBack (ETC)
course, which is a national
Scottish Sports Futures
programme, developed
in partnership with Youth
Scotland. It aims to enhance
sports coaches, youth
workers and volunteers’
understanding of personal
development through sport.
The ETC course, which
ran over eight weeks,
focused on improving ‘soft
skills’, such as changing
attitudes and behaviours
and improving teamwork
and communication. Eight
students completed the
course and were awarded
their ETC certificates.
As part of this programme
was to make the students
aware of the opportunities
that exist to get involved in
sport in the community, the
Glasgow Rocks basketball
team and Twilight Basketball,
who both support the
programme, were invited to
come and talk about their
experiences.
Geoffrey Weaver,
Citizenship First Line
Manager, said: “ETC has
proven to be a success at
Polmont and has not only
benefited the participants
but also helped Polmont
develop relationships with
organisations who can offer
new opportunities to people
who leave our care.”
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WHEN TERRY WENT
TO ADDIEWELL

YOU could have heard a pin drop when Terry
Waite described his experiences of being
held captive in Beirut for four years when he
visited Addiewell prison in July.
He had been invited by the Reverend Jim
Murphy, Head of Faith at the prison, to speak to
both prisoners and staff about his incarceration
and how he dealt with the experience.
Terry travelled to Lebanon in 1987 as the
envoy for the Church of England to try to
secure the release of four hostages held by the
Islamic Jihad Organisation. However, he was
kidnapped himself and held captive – the first
four years in solitary confinement – and not
released until November 1991.
Most of the experiences he described were
terrifying… but some were also amusing.
Because of his large size, his captors moved him

between safe houses in a big American-style
fridge and he remembers being transported
inside it at one time and hearing people from
the outside world talking around him. He knew
he could not shout out to be rescued because
his captors had told him he could be shot dead
if he made a sound. Terry spent a lot of his
captivity in isolation so he missed reading. He
once pleaded with one his captors to get him
a book, but the man was scared of being seen
buying an English-language book in an Arab
country. However, he relented and managed
to find one and threw it at Terry in his cell as he
scampered away, scared of being caught by his
colleagues. Terry picked up the book and was
amused to find he had been given a copy of The
Great Escape!
At Addiewell, Terry spend some time with

FASCINATING
TALK: TERRY
WAITE’S
TALES OF HIS
CAPTIVITY
MADE A BIG
IMPRESSION ON
HIS AUDIENCE

prisoners on the Protection Wing, and then held
a talk and question and answer session with
around 100 prisoners and 75 staff and visitors in
the main Visit Hall.
Accompanied by the Rev Murphy, he also
spent time with one of the prisoners in the
segregation unit, and Jim said that he made an
important impression on the prisoner through
their one-to-one session.
Lisa Purdie, Diversity & Inclusion Advisor,
said: “It was a fascinating talk and the prisoners
were hanging on Terry’s every word, and
afterwards had lots of questions for him.
“After such an experience you’d expect him
to be very resentful of his captors, but Terry has
forgiven them, and even met up with some of
them. His message was: forgive and move on.
He is a real gentleman.”

BARBARA’S ENTERTAINING ANSWERS
SINGING LEGEND and actress Barbara Dixon
visited Edinburgh in July to speak to women
about her career and to entertain them with a
few of the songs that have made her Scotland’s
biggest-selling female singer of all time.
Activities Officer Kate McDougall approached
Barbara earlier in the year to come and talk
at Edinburgh as part of International
Woman’s Day but she was on tour at
the time. However, she wrote back
that she would be interested
and they set a date for 6 July.
Kate said: “I knew she
was brought up locally in
Dunfermline and I thought
that she would have
a good story to
tell our people,
particularly
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about breaking into the music scene as a woman
back in the late 1960s.”
Barbara also told the group about the work she
does in the community with music therapy and
about the impact it has on people, especially the
elderly and people with mental health problems.
Although many women were interested in
the celebrity side of the business, Barbara
explained fame is not important and that
public perception of celebrities is not
real. They do not wake up looking
that beautiful and glamorous.
Kate added: “She also said
how important it is to indulge
in creative arts that give
personal pleasure. She
spoke about ‘me’
time, which was
all about taking

time out of your day to do something for yourself
that you enjoy – we spend too much time trying to
please others and dismiss our own needs.”
It wasn’t all talk as Barbara borrowed a guitar
from the Chaplain and sang her famous song from
Evita, Another Suitcase in Another Hall and finished
up on the piano with her breakthrough 1976 hit,
Answer me, where everyone joined in.
Kate said: “The women loved it. Barbara was so
open and really engaged with her audience. I also
took her on a tour of Ratho Hall where she spoke
to prisoners and staff and was really impressed
by the work we do here. It’s important that we can
show strong female role models to the women to
inspire them and give them confidence.”
Earlier, a rounders match was organised
between prisoners and staff, which resulted in a
draw, and, after the event with Barbara, the day was
finished off with a curry night and quiz.
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